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Abstract—Fiber gratings operating in the transmission mode
can provide high dispersion at wavelengths close to the Bragg
resonance. When multiple gratings are cascaded for wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) applications, the net dispersion
between the stop bands of any two consecutive gratings is sig-
nificantly modified. We discuss the dispersion characteristics of
such cascaded fiber gratings and propose a dispersion compen-
sator for simultaneous compensation of group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) for multiple channels of a WDM lightwave system. We
also discuss the impact of the dispersion possessed by cascaded
gratings on grating based add–drop multiplexers.

Index Terms—Dispersion compensation, fiber gratings, wave-
length division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

FIBER gratings are emerging as one of the most important
components for designing fiber-optic communication sys-

tems. They are likely to have application in two main areas:
dispersion compensation in long-haul fiber networks [1]–[3]
and wavelength routing in wavelength division multiplexed
(WDM) lightwave systems [4], [5]. In both of these areas,
grating dispersion will impact the system performance.

Bragg gratings exhibit dispersion both in reflection, espe-
cially when the grating is chirped [2], and in transmission at
wavelengths close to the stop band [3], [6]. At wavelengths
close to the grating stop band, the group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) of a fiber grating is many orders of magnitude larger
than that occurring in standard optical fibers used for signal
transmission. Recently, dispersion compensation by a trans-
mission grating has been demonstrated in a 72-km fiber link
leading to error-free transmission of a 10 Gbit signal [7]. We
subsequently analyzed the performance of such transmission-
based dispersion compensator employing a single apodized,
unchirped fiber Bragg grating and found that nearly ideal
pulse recompression can be achieved [3]. In a WDM network
many channels need to be compensated simultaneously, and
therefore the impact of total dispersion possessed by numerous
gratings need to be examined.

The impact of dispersion is also important for dense WDM
lightwave systems making use of grating-based add–drop
filters. In such filters, fiber gratings add or drop a selected
channel by reflecting it, while the neighboring channels are
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transmitted through the grating. Such transmitted channels
are affected by the strong out-of-band dispersion possessed
by the grating [8], [9]. Given that each channel may pass
through numerous fiber gratings during its transmission, the
degradation of the signal because of the out-of-band dispersion
of fiber gratings may limit the bit rate or the transmission
distance achievable.

In this paper, we generalize the results of [3] and [8]
and consider the transmission of optical pulses through a
WDM network incorporating cascaded fiber gratings. There
are two motivations for our work. First, we show that by a
careful arrangement of cascaded fiber gratings, simultaneous
dispersion compensation for multiple WDM channels can be
realized. Second, we consider the dispersive impact of grating-
based add–drop filters, which typically make use of cascaded
fiber gratings [5].

II. DISPERSION OFCASCADED FIBER GRATINGS

Before considering cascaded gratings, we first review the
dispersion properties of an infinite, uniform, fiber Bragg grat-
ing. We note that the dispersion characteristics of an infinitely
long grating are similar to those of a finite-length apodized
grating [3]. To a good approximation, the grating dispersion
can be described by the following dispersion relation of a
periodic structure [3], which is obtained using the coupled-
mode equations yielding [10], [11]:

(1)

where is the detuning of the channel
carrier frequency from the resonant Bragg frequency ,
and is the deviation of the propagation constant

from the Bragg wavenumber is the mode index in a
single-mode silica fiber, andis the speed of light in vacuum.
The coupling coefficient is defined in the usual manner.
The grating stop band corresponds to detuned frequencies

, where the reflectivity is high. At frequencies close
to the stop band , the grating exhibit strong second-
and higher-order dispersion, which strongly affects the light
propagation. On the short-wavelength side of the stop band

, where the dispersion is anomalous, Bragg solitons
have been predicted and experimentally demonstrated [12],
[13]. On the long-wavelength side , the dispersion is
normal and can be used for compensation of anomalous GVD
of fibers in the 1.55-m wavelength region [3], [7]. Clearly,
at frequencies far from the stop band the grating
plays no significant role, and the dispersion relation becomes
identical to that of a uniform medium, i.e., .
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We now consider a cascade of two gratings with Bragg
frequencies and such that the frequency separation,

, is larger than the width of the stop band
of each grating. Then, there is no spectral overlap and thus
we can ignore interference effects between the gratings. We
assume for simplicity that the coupling strengthis the same
for both gratings. The dispersion relation for the second grating
can be written as

(2)

where .
Following the approach of [3], [6] we find the following

analytical expressions for the GVD coefficient and third-
order dispersion parameter valid in the region between the
stop bands of two uniform fiber gratings:

(3)

(4)

Both expressions (3) and (4) diverge at the band edge of each
grating, i.e., at and . The GVD and third-
order dispersion parameters, and for the two cascaded
gratings, as well as those of individual gratings are shown in
Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively, as functions of the detuning
parameter for a channel spacing of 100 GHz (
cm 1) after choosing cm 1 and . The
solid curve in Fig. 1(a) shows that in the presence of another
grating the GVD becomes zero at . Therefore,
in contrast with the single grating case, there exists a zero-
GVD wavelength. This zero-GVD wavelength can be easily
shifted by varying the grating-design parametersand . It
is noteworthy that the third-order dispersion is always positive
for each grating and, since the two contributions are additive
between the stop bands, the total dispersion does not vanish at
any wavelength as shown in Fig. 1(b). This feature is similar
to that of standard telecommunication fibers for which the
third-order dispersion is always positive as well [14]. As third-
order dispersive effects can distort short optical pulses and
have the potential of becoming detrimental for devices such
as dispersion compensators and optical add–drop multiplexers,
the ratio between the second- and third-order dispersion terms
is often used as a figure of merit (FOM) for characterizing the
performance of a fiber grating. We define the FOM as

(5)

where is the transform-limited rms pulse width (for a
Gaussian pulse, rms pulse width is related to the -
width through ). The rms width is used
here since a Gaussian pulse does not maintain its shape after
propagation in a medium with nonzero third-order dispersion.
Fig. 2 shows how varies with in the region between the
stop bands of the two gratings for a channel spacing of 200
GHz ( cm 1). Note, that vanishes at zero-
GVD wavelength as well as near to either grating stop band

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Group-velocity dispersion and (b) third-order dispersion as func-
tions of � for a single grating centered at� = 0 (dashed line) and� = ��
(dot-dashed line), and for two cascaded gratings (solid line). The parameters
used are� = 4 cm�1, �� = 100 GHz (31.4 cm�1).

as shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, to minimize the detrimental effects
of third-order dispersion, should be as large as possible for
a given set of design parameters.

III. WDM A PPLICATIONS OFCASCADED GRATINGS

A. Dispersion Compensation in WDM Systems

We first apply the results of Section II to design a disper-
sion compensator for an -channel WDM system after the
WDM signal has been transmitted through standard telecom-
munication fiber. Dispersion compensation is achieved by

apodized, unchirped, fiber Bragg gratings operating in
transmission as shown in Fig. 3. We assume that the channels
in the WDM system are equally spaced by. The analysis
can be easily extended for an unequal channel spacing.
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Fig. 2. Figure of meritF versus detuning for� = 12 cm�1, �0 = 17 ps,
andLg = 40 cm, for a 200-GHz channel spacing (� = 62:8 cm�1).

We assume that the channel spacingis large compared
to the pulse bandwidth and that the grating stop bands satisfy

. Then, to a good approximation, we can consider only
the effect of two consecutive gratings on transmission of any
particular channel and neglect the effect of all other gratings.
This approximation is valid in practice because the dispersion
of each grating reduces significantly far away from its own
stop band. To compensate for anomalous GVD of optical fibers
at communication wavelengths, the normal-dispersion side of
grating spectrum should be used, i.e., where
is the central frequency of the channel under consideration.
The nearest adjacent grating centered at ,
exhibiting anomalous dispersion at must also be considered
as it will degrade the overall performance of the compensator.

In our model we consider propagation of an initially
transform-limited Gaussian pulse of rms width in an
optical fiber of length with dispersion . A Gaussian
pulse maintains its shape with propagation through the fiber,
but its width increases because of GVD resulting in the rms
width [14] where is
the dispersion length. The pulse also becomes linearly chirped
with the chirp parameter .

Clearly, for an ideal dispersion compensator that recom-
presses the dispersion-broadened pulse to its original width,
one must satisfy

(6)

where is the grating length and is given by (3). We use
a graphical approach to find the optimum detuning parameter

from (6). In Fig. 4 the left-hand side (solid line) and
right-hand side (dashed line) of (6) are plotted for
cm 1, cm, ps2/km, km. The
intersection of two lines provides a solution for . Note that
the stop band of one grating is centered at and while
that of the other is centered at cm 1.

By using (5) and (6) one can find the parameters of two
adjacent gratings for optimum performance of the dispersion
compensator. We describe the performance of the device in
terms of input/output pulse-width ratio. Following the ap-
proach described in [15] the rms pulse width after propagating
in a grating of length can be found analytically for the
case including quadratic and cubic dispersion. The ratio of
initial pulse width and recompressed pulse width, can
be written as

(7)

This ratio is plotted in Fig. 5 for cm 1, cm 1

(channel spacing 100 GHz) and cm (solid line). The
dashed line corresponds to the case when only one grating at

is used. Fig. 5 shows that because of the second grating
at , the maximum value of decreases slightly
and the optimum value of increases slightly. However, at

, where the peak occurs, the compensator performance
is virtually unaffected by the second grating.

We have shown previously that the ratio in the single-
grating case can always be improved by making gratings
stronger and longer [3]. However, this is not always true when
gratings are cascaded because of the fixed value of the channel
spacing. To estimate the range offor which the detrimental
effect of the adjacent grating is not excessive, we plot in Fig. 6
the figure of merit as a function of the coupling strength

for three values of channel spacing GHz (solid
line), GHz (long dashed line), GHz (dot-dashed line).
As the channel spacing becomes smaller the recompressed
pulse is affected more and more by the third-order dispersion
effects. Also, the range of detunings for which the third-order
dispersion is not excessive becomes narrower asdecreases.
The cascaded-grating compensator proposed here should work
quite well for channel spacings as small as 100 GHz (about
0.8 nm at m).

B. Dispersion in Cascaded-Grating Based Add–Drop Filters

We now use the analytical results obtained in Section II
to analyze the performance of a fiber-grating-based add–drop
filters. Recently, it was theoretically predicted and experimen-
tally demonstrated that in dense WDM systems, with many
closely spaced channels, out-of-band dispersion of a single
fiber-grating filter may be detrimental for the adjacent channels
that are transmitted through the grating [8], [9]. Here, we
extend the analysis of [8] and consider the transmission of
a given channel through cascaded gratings. As in previous
subsection, we examine the impact of two nearest gratings
on the transmitted channel. The main difference here is that
the transmitted channel is located between the two stop bands
(corresponding to two added/dropped channels ) as shown in
Fig. 7.

We assume that the input pulse is a transform-limited
Gaussian pulse of rms-width . Pulse broadening induced
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of a dispersion compensator designed for simultaneous compensation of GVD in WDM communication system by using
multiple cascaded gratings.

Fig. 4. Graphical solution of the design equation (6) forLf = 100 km,
�f
2
= �20 ps2/km, � = 4 cm�1, Lg = 40 cm, and�� = 100 GHz.

Fig. 5. Ratio�0=�2 for two cascaded gratings (solid line) and for the single
grating case (dashed line).

by the third-order dispersion is given by [14]

(8)

Fig. 6. Figure of meritF versus coupling coefficient with optimized detun-
ing for each� for �� = 200 GHz (solid line),100 GHz (dashed line), and
50 GHz (dot-dashed line).

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the operation of an add–drop filter incorpo-
rating cascaded gratings. The channels located at0 and�2� are added or
dropped, but the channel located at�� is transmitted through both gratings.

The broadening is negligible (less than 3%) if

(9)

For given values of the channel spacing and coupling strengths
(i.e., is fixed and given by (4), where should be doubled
as shown in Fig. 7), minimum initial pulse width that can be
used for undistorted transmission is proportional to the cubic
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Minimum allowed initial pulse width as a function of grating
length for two cascaded gratings (solid line) and a single grating (dashed
line). (b) Minimum allowed initial pulse width as a function of the channel
spacing plotted under the same conditions.

root of the grating length. Note that the optimal values of the
coupling strength and the grating length are imposed by the
system design. Fig. 8(a) shows minimum allowed initial pulse
width defined by the equality in (9) as
a function of grating length and compares it to that defined in
[8] for the single-grating case for
cm 1, cm 1. These results show that when gratings
are cascaded the limitation on minimum pulse width (or
maximum bit rate) is less strict for cascaded gratings. This
is certainly a desirable feature of cascaded gratings and is due
to the fact that in the middle between two stop bands.

The minimum allowed pulse width is also limited by
the channel spacing of WDM system. In Fig. 8(b), we plot
minimum allowed initial pulse width as a function of channel
spacing for given cm 1 and cm.
Again, we compare cascaded gratings (solid line) with a

Fig. 9. Numerically simulated shapes of the initial, broadened, and recom-
pressed pulses after transmission through 100 km of fiber and two 40-cm-long
apodized gratings with� = 12 cm�1, �� = 200 GHz.

single grating (dashed line). Fig. 8(b) shows that as channel
spacing increases, the restriction on the initial pulse width
becomes less severe. As an example, for a typical value of
75% for the bandwidth utilization parameter, defined as [4],
[8]BWU , where is the channel 3 dB
bandwidth and cm 1 the minimum allowed rms
pulse width for cascaded gratings case is about 7.8 ps, while
for the single grating case it is about 10.6 ps.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. Dispersion Compensation Using Cascaded Fiber Gratings

To check the validity of our analytical model under realistic
practical conditions we have performed numerical simulation
by using the coupled-mode equations and studied the effect of
out-of-band grating dispersion on propagation of a Gaussian
pulse. We consider a dispersion compensator for simultaneous
compensation of GVD in a WDM system with a channel
spacing GHz (62.8 cm 1) and a channel bit rate
of 10 Gb/s. We assume propagation through a fiber length of
100 km. As we desire to be as large as possible we choose

cm 1 from Fig. 6. Using (6) we find the optimum
detuning of the central frequency of the optical pulse from the
grating at to be cm . We assume that
all gratings are apodized and have the same length (
cm) and the same coupling coefficient. We use apodization
to remove the sidelobes in the grating reflection spectrum [3],
[16]. It was shown previously that apodization does not change
the amount of compression but improves the peak intensity of
the recompressed pulse [3].

In Fig. 9, the input pulse, dispersion-broadened pulse at
the fiber output, and recompressed pulse are shown. The
recompressed pulse is slightly asymmetric and contains small
oscillations on its trailing edge, the features that indicate
the presence of some third-order dispersion at the optimal
. There is a tradeoff between the quality of the output
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Comparison of transmitted pulses when a Gaussian pulse (a) and
a super-Gaussian pulse (b) propagated through the two cascaded gratings
(dashed line) and a single grating (dot-dashed line). The input pulse is also
shown by a solid line.

recompressed pulse, which improves for larger detunings,
and the maximum compression ratio which decreases for larger

because of the detrimental effect of the second grating.

B. Dispersion in Add/Drop Filters

In this example, we simulate numerically the transmission
of a channel equally spaced ( cm 1) from the two
adjacent apodized fiber gratings with cm 1 and

cm. In Fig. 10(a) we show the results of numerical
simulations for propagation of 6.5 ps (rms-width) pulse in a
system of two cascaded gratings (dashed line) and compare
it with a single grating case (dot-dashed line). Note that in
the latter case the transmitted pulse is affected by both GVD
and third-order dispersion of a single fiber grating, while
in a system of cascaded gratings the GVD is zero but the
third-order dispersion is twice as much as that of a single

grating. The broadened pulse is asymmetric with an oscillatory
structure near its trailing edge, which is typical for pulse
propagation in the medium with nonzero third-order dispersion
at the zero-GVD wavelength [14]. From Fig. 8(a) we find that

ps for this case. Equation (8) shows that the
initial pulse of width 6.5 ps will broaden by a factor of .

Finally, we simulated the transmission of 5.6 ps (rms-
width) super-Gaussian pulse through the system of gratings
described above. The initial (solid line) and broadened (dashed
line) pulses are shown in Fig. 10(b). These results show that
detrimental effect of the dispersion possessed by fiber grating
is stronger for such square-like pulses.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have proposed a cascaded-grating-based dispersion com-
pensator, operating in the transmission-mode, for dispersion
compensation of multiple channels WDM lightwave systems.
The performance of the compensator was analyzed using a
simple analytical model based on the coupled-mode equations.
The design of cascaded-grating-based dispersion compensator
is complicated because the parameters should be chosen such
that adjacent gratings do not significantly affect the perfor-
mance of each other, implying a channel spacing . As
the four grating parameters and are coupled, they
can not be chosen independently. It has been pointed out that
grating GVD is high only in a limited range of detunings close
to the edge of the stop band [3], of the order of the bandwidth
of the grating. In our scheme, this limitation becomes even
more severe, especially for dense WDM systems. As the
channel spacing becomes smaller, the GVD changes more
rapidly between the stop bands as shown in Fig. 1(a).

We also examined the dispersion properties of cascaded-
grating-based add–drop filters. We extended the analysis of
[8] and considered the effect of the dispersion on the adjacent
channels transmitted through such add–drop filters. We have
shown that for a channel transmitted at the zero-GVD wave-
length, the performance is limited mostly by the third-order
dispersion. However, the limitation on the minimum allowed
pulse width (which determines the maximum allowed bit rate)
is less strict when gratings are cascaded, compared with the
single-grating case. Combining these results with those from
[8] we conclude that the grating dispersion can affect the
performance of a WDM network in two ways. First, in dense
WDM systems with a single grating based add–drop filter the
transmitted channel may be broadened due to GVD dispersion
and the maximum allowed bit rate is inversely proportional
to the quadratic root of the grating length [8]. Second, in
WDM networks incorporating cascaded gratings, the trans-
mitted channel may be distorted due to cubic dispersion and
maximum achievable bit rate is inversely proportional to the
cubic root of the grating length. We also showed numerically
that the impact of the grating dispersion is even more severe
for square-like (super-Gaussian) pulses, which are typically
used in NRZ communication systems. These results suggest
that the grating parameters should be carefully arranged to
minimize the effect of out-of-band dispersion (both second
and third order).
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Finally, we note that our results may be also important in
designing of recently proposed multiple-grating fiber struc-
tures for combined wavelength- and time-division multiplex-
ing and the photonic code-division multiple-access networks
[18], [19].
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